The House on Hummingbird Island by Sam Angus –
Discussion Notes
1. ‘Hummingbird Island was shimmering and strange as a
fairy tale.’ Discuss the emotions that surround Idie’s arrival at
Hummingbird Island. Does it seem like a welcoming place?
2. ‘I think Grancat thought sending you away was giving you
your best chance in life, people and society being what
they are.’ Was Grancat right to send Idie away? Do you think
he ever regretted his decision?
3. ‘Dear Myles, My sun is not the same as your sun. Yours is
just a faded copy of mine.’ Myles and Idie swap letters
throughout the novel. How important do you think this
connection is for both the characters? How much does it help
you to understand the differences between their lives?
4. To what extent does Idie build a family when she reaches
Bathsheba? Do Mayella and the other servants at Bathsheba House become a surrogate
family for Idie? How well does she fit in with them?
5. ‘Celia had cunning in her and duplicity.’ How much awareness does Celia have of what
is going on around her? Is she ultimately a friend or foe to Idie?
6. ‘I’ve no ambition to grow up. . . I’ve done quite enough of it already and I find the
benefits of it debatable.’ Does Idie have too much growing up to do in this novel?
7. ‘Even if you have monkeys and parakeets and turtles it can be lonely.’ Discuss the
role of Idie and Celia’s animal companions. To what extent can pets help with loneliness?
8. Which of the animals in the book do you think you would choose to keep you company if
you lived in Bathsheba? Are there any other animals which you wish Idie had managed to
have come and live with her?
9. ‘The English don’t give guns to the black men, only to the white man, and the black
man he does only the digging and the carrying.’ To what extent was the First World War
a ‘white man’s war’? How were people from the West Indies perceived by the British, and
vice versa?
10. Discuss how the experience of war changes Benedict. Were you surprised that he gave the
order about Sampson?
11. What do Idie’s experiences in the military hospital teach us about the consequences of
war?
12. ‘That would never happen if women ruled the world. Women don’t wage wars and
they never forget about blankets.’ What does this book show us about the role of women
in the First World War? Do you agree with Idie’s theory here?
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